The paper addresses the issue of forecasting a large set of variables using multivariate models. In particular, we propose three alternative reduced rank forecasting models and compare their predictive performance for US time series with the most promising existing alternatives, namely, factor models, large scale Bayesian VARs, and multivariate boosting. Speci…cally, we focus on classical reduced rank regression, a two-step procedure that applies, in turn, shrinkage and reduced rank restrictions, and the reduced rank Bayesian VAR of Geweke (1996). We …nd that using shrinkage and rank reduction in combination rather than separately improves substantially the accuracy of forecasts, both when the whole set of variables is to be forecast, and for key variables such as industrial production growth, in ‡ation, and the federal funds rate. The robustness of this …nding is con…rmed by a Monte Carlo experiment based on bootstrapped data. We also provide a consistency result for the reduced rank regression valid when the dimension of the system tends to in…nity, which opens the ground to use large scale reduced rank models for empirical analysis.
Introduction
Forecasting future developments in the economy is a key element of the decision process in policy making, consumption and investment decisions, and …nancial planning. While some macroeconomic variables are of particular interest, e.g., GDP growth, in ‡ation or short term interest rates, the attention is more and more focusing on a larger set of indicators, in order to obtain an overall picture of the expected evolution of the economy.
Recently there has been a boost in the developments of econometric methods for the analysis of large datasets, starting with the pioneering work of Forni et al. (2000) and Watson (2002a, 2002b) . The key econometric tool in this context is the factor model, where each of a large set of variables is split into a common component, driven by a very limited number of unobservable factors, and an idiosyncratic component. Surprisingly, most existing research has used large datasets only as predictors for a small number of key macroeconomic variables, not considering the issue of forecasting all the series in the dataset itself. As a result, most of the contributions cited above are based on a single equation approach. In this paper we focus on forecasting all the variables in a large dataset using multivariate models. The focus on the multivariate forecasting performance of the methods distinguishes the results of this paper from many others in the large data set literature, although for completeness we also report results for some key macroeconomics variables.
We propose three additional forecasting methods and evaluate their performance in forecasting a large US macroeconomic dataset, comparing them with the most promising The …rst method considered is classical Reduced Rank Regressions (RR) along the lines of Velu et al. (1986) . For the RR regression we provide a novel result on consistency and rate of convergence when the number of variables tends to in…nity. The consistency result opens the grounds to using large scale RR for empirical analysis. The second method aims at enhancing further the parameter dimensionality reduction needed in large scale VARs by combining reduced rank restrictions with Bayesian shrinkage. In this setting Geweke (1996) has proposed a model which imposes the rank reduction on the prior as well as on the posterior mean. While Geweke (1996) application focuses on small sized system, for the …rst time we put the model at work within a large data-set setting. We label this method Bayesian Reduced Rank Regression (BRR). Finally we propose a new method which retains the bene…t of rank reduction and shrinkage without paying the high computational cost involved in the BRR. The method, which we label RRP (Reduced Rank Posterior) applies rank reduction on the posterior estimates of a Bayesian VAR and as we shall see it can produce substantial gains in forecast accuracy.
Being multivariate, the proposed reduced rank methods are well suited for medium to large datasets of the dimension typically of interest for central banks, i.e. about 50-60 variables. All the methods are potentially suited to deal with larger datasets, but some of them pose serious computational burdens. In particular, as the number of regressors grows, RR can encounter numerical problems in the estimation of the covariance matrix of the unrestricted residuals, MB involves estimating a growing number of candidate models, while BRR requires simulations involving in each step the inversion of larger matrices. For that very reason in our empirical application we use 52 US macroeconomic variables taken from the dataset provided by Stock and Watson (2005) . The series have been chosen in order to represent the main categories of indicators which are relevant for central banks in understanding and forecasting developments in the macroeconomy.
Basically, we have discarded from the original dataset of Stock and Watson (2005) those variables containing roughly the same information as others, such as the disaggregated sectoral data on industrial production and prices. These variables are not of particular interest to be forecasted as they are highly collinear, which may also create serious problems in estimation.
We can anticipate that RRP and BRR produce fairly good forecasts, more accurate than those of competing methods on average across several US macroeconomic variables, when measured in the terms of mean square or mean absolute forecast error. Moreover, they also perform well for key variables, such as industrial production growth, in ‡ation and the short term interest rate. This is encouraging evidence that using shrinkage and rank reduction in combination improves substantially the accuracy of forecasts.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe in more details the forecasting models under comparison, with a special focus on the di¤erent types of RR.
In Section 3 we present the results of the forecast comparison exercise. In Section 4 we assess their robustness and conduct a Monte Carlo experiment with bootstrapped data. Section 5 concludes.
Forecasting Models
We are interested in forecasting the N -vector process Y t = (y 1;t ; y 2;t ; :::; y N;t ) 0 , where N is large, using a N p-dimensional multiple time series of predictors X t = (Y t 1 ; Y t 2 ; :::Y t p ) 0 , observed for t = 1; :::; T . The baseline model is therefore a VAR(p):
where means and trends have been removed 1 . De…ning B = (A 1 ; A 2 ; :::A p ) 0 equation (1) can be compactly written as:
It is convenient to rewrite the VAR in (2) as a multivariate regression:
In equation ( 1 In our application we transform the variables to stationarity and standardize them prior to estimation and forecasting. The forecasts of the original variables are then computed by inverting the transformation and reattributing means and variances. The transformation is computed rollingly, i.e. by using only the data in each of the rolling samples used for estimation. See Section 3.2 for further details.
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The matrix E is the matrix of disturbances, which are assumed to be independent and identically distributed across observations; that is, taking E = (e 1 ; e 2 ; :::; e T ) 0 , then e i IIDN (0; ). We de…ne r as the rank of the M N matrix of coe¢ cients B, where of course r N:
We focus on 6 forecasting models: reduced rank regression (RR), Bayesian VARs (BVAR), multivariate boosting (MB), Bayesian reduced rank regression (BRR), reduced rank Posterior (RRP), and factor models (SW).
SW and RR are both based on the idea of reducing dimensionality by imposing a structure which summarizes the information contained in a large set of predictors by focussing on some relevant linear combinations of them. An alternative route to obtain a more parsimonious model might be to impose exclusion restrictions on the predictors.
However, excluding some variables from a regression is likely to be relatively ad hoc, unless a coherent statistical framework is adopted to do so. BVAR and MB provide a solution to this problem. Finally, BRR and RRP apply both shrinkage and rank reduction. In the latter case the reduced rank is imposed after the estimation of a BVAR has been performed. In the former case, the rank reduction is imposed on the prior as well as on the posterior mean. Each forecasting model is described in detail in the following six subsections.
Reduced Rank Regression (RR)
It is often the case that estimation of VAR(p) models results in a large number of insigni…cant coe¢ cients. Therefore, in order to obtain a more parsimonious model, one might impose rank reduction, i.e. to assume that rk(B 0 ) = r < N . This is equivalent to the parametric speci…cation:
where and = ( 0 1 ; :::; 0 p ) 0 are respectively a N r and a M r matrices. The model (4) was studied by Velu et al. (1986) . Ahn and Reinsel (1988) suggested a more general speci…cation where the rank of the coe¢ cient matrix on each lagged vector of the explanatory variables may di¤er. However, this generalization creates computational problems in the large N case. Therefore, we focus on (4).
In equation (4) , it is assumed that the true rank of the matrices and is identical and equal to r which is thus referred to as the rank of the system (4). However, note that the ranks of i , i = 1; :::; p, need not equal r; in particular, it can be rk( i ) r, i = 1; :::; p.
An interesting special case of the RR model (4), which resembles the autoregressive index model of Reinsel (1983) , results if i = K i with rk( ) = r for some (r; r) matrix K i which need not be full rank, i = 1; :::; p, although K = (K 0 1 ; :::; K 0 p ) 0 is. Hence, = (I p )K and 0 i = i 0 , where i = K 0 i , in which case 0 y t i , i = 1; :::; p, may be interpreted as dynamic factors for y t .
Given the assumed system rank r, Velu et al. (1986) suggested an estimation method for the parameters and that may be shown to be quasi-maximum likelihood 2 (see also Reinsel and Velu, 1998) . Denote the sample second moment matrices by 
Some consistency results for RR
This section provides some novel theoretical results on the parameter estimates of the Reduced Rank Regression. In particular we provide consistency and rate of convergence results for the coe¢ cients of an in…nite dimensional RR model. 3 The proof does not rely on any assumption of a factor structure, and extends to the case with in…nite lags.
Before stating the main theorem, we need to state a theorem about the consistency of the underlying in…nite dimensional VAR.
We make the following assumptions: 
The method is quasi-maximum likelihood as no Gaussian distribution is assumed. 3 By in…nite dimensional we mean that the dimension of the system (i.e. the number of variables) tends to in…nity. 6 and j max (:)j denotes the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix in absolute value.
(b) c max (A) < 1; r max (A) < 1 where c max (:) and r max () denote the maximum column and row sum norm of a matrix.
(c) e t is an i.i.d. (0; e ) sequence with uniformly …nite fourth moments and c max ( e ) <
1.
Denote the transpose of the i-th row of (A 1 ; A 2 ; :::; A p ) by A i . We then have the following Theorem on the consistency of the in…nite dimensional VAR coe¢ cients: Proof. See Appendix.
Next, we consider a reduced rank approximation to the VAR model. To keep things general, we consider the case where a singular value decomposition is used to decompose Proof. See Appendix.
Note that the above analysis straightforwardly implies that a lag order, p = p T , that tends to in…nity is acceptable. In this case, the above result holds as long as
1=2 , which means that our results extend to in…nite dimensional VAR and RR possibly with in…nite lags too. The above consistency result opens the grounds to using large dimensional RR models for empirical analysis.
Bayesian VAR (BVAR)
Bayesian methods allow to impose restrictions on the data, but also to let the data speak. The exclusion restrictions are imposed as priors, so if some a-priori excluded variable turns out to be relevant in the data, the posterior estimate would contain such
information. This provides a way of solving the curse of dimensionality problem without resorting to ad-hoc exclusion of some variables.
In this paper we implement a Normal-Inverted Wishart version of the so-called Minnesota prior of Doan et al. (1984) and Litterman (1986) . This version of the prior was proposed by Kadiyala and Karlsson (1997) 
while the residual variance matrix is …xed and diagonal: diag( 2 1 ; :::; 2 N ): The hyperparameter measures the overall tightness of the prior, and we will return to it later in this subsection. The factor 1=k 2 is the rate at which prior variance decreases with increasing lag length while the ratio 2 i = 2 j accounts for the di¤erent scale and variability of the data. Finally, the parameter imposes additional shrinkage on the coe¢ cients attached to a regressor when it is not a lag of the dependent variable in a given equation. Kadiyala and Karlsson (1997) propose a version of this prior which allows to avoid the inconvenient assumption of a …xed and diagonal residual variance matrix and to gain substantially in terms of computational e¢ ciency, at the cost of setting = 1. The prior has a Normal-Inverted Wishart form:
where the parameters v 0 ; S 0 ; B 0 ; 0 are such that the expectation of is equal to the …xed residual covariance matrix of the Minnesota prior, and the prior expectation and variance of B is that of the Minnesota prior (with = 1). Moreover, as we forecast after transforming variables to get stationarity, we set E[A 
The hyperparameter measures the tightness of the prior: when = 0 the prior is imposed exactly and the data do not in ‡uence the estimates, while as ! 1 the prior becomes loose and the posterior estimates approach the OLS estimates. The conditional posterior distributions are also of the Normal-Inverted Wishart form:
where the bar denotes that parameters are those of the posterior distribution. Zellner (1973) shows that integrating out it is possible to obtain the marginal posterior distribution of B, which is a matricvariate t: BjY M T ( 1 ; S; B; v) with posterior mean
The posterior mean B and the other posterior moments can also be obtained by implementing the prior in the form of dummy variable observations. 4 
Bayesian Reduced Rank Regression (BRR)
The BVAR and RR described in the previous subsections apply respectively shrinkage and rank reduction. Alternatively we could think of imposing both rank reduction and shrinkage on the VAR.
Bayesian analysis of reduced rank regression has been introduced by Geweke (1996) .
While Geweke (1996) focuses on small sized system, for the …rst time we put the model at work within a large data-set setting. As for the reduced rank case, the M N matrix of coe¢ cients B is assumed to have rank r, where r < N: This rank reduction assumption is equivalent to the parametric speci…cation
4 In particular, the prior can be implemented by adding
The dummy observations Y d and X d have to be chosen such that their moments coincide with the prior moments B0 = (X
, and v0 = T d M N 1. The posterior mean B is then given by the OLS estimate of the augmented system (given by the usual formula B = (X 0 X ) 1 X 0 Y ). For details see Banbura et al. (2007) and Kadiyala and Karlsson (1997) .
with and being respectively M r and r N matrices. To identify these matrices Geweke (1996) proposes the following normalization 5 :
Given that normalization a proper prior is:
namely a product of an independent Wishart distribution for with v 0 degrees of freedom and matrix parameter S 0 , and independent N (0; 2 ) shrinkage priors for each element of the coe¢ cient matrices and . The conditional posterior distribution of is:
The conditional posterior distributions of the coe¢ cients , , are multivariate normals.
In particular, the conditional posterior distribution of is:
where:^
and where
is a partitioning of Y into its …rst r and last N r columns and where ij denotes the partitioning of 1 into its …rst r and last N r rows and columns.
The conditional posterior distribution of is:
and whereB is the OLS estimator, + is the generalized inverse of , 0 is column-wise orthogonal to + , and where~ ij denotes the partitioning of~ 1 = (
into its …rst r and last N r rows and columns.
Unconditional posterior distributions can be simulated by using a Gibbs sampling algorithm which draws in turn from (14), (17), and (13). 6 See Geweke (1996) for details.
Reduced Rank BVAR Posterior (RRP)
The BRR has the shortcoming of being computationally challenging when the assumed rank is high, as the estimation of this model requires simulation involving inversion of M r -dimensional matrices. We propose a new method which retains the bene…t of rank reduction and shrinkage without paying the high computational cost involved in the BRR. The method, which we label RRP (Reduced Rank Posterior) applies rank reduction on the posterior estimates of a Bayesian VAR and, as we shall see, it can produce substantial gains in forecast accuracy.
The implementation of the method is straightforward. First, the system is estimated under the prior distribution described by equation (7), then a rank reduction is imposed as follows. Let B be the posterior mean of B and let B = U V be its singular value decomposition. Collecting the largest r singular values and associated vectors in the matrices = diag( 1 ; 2 ; :::; r ); U = (u 1 ; u 2 ; :::; u r ) and V = (v 1 ; v 2 ; :::; v r ) a reduced rank approximation (of rank r) of the posterior mean is given by:
which is our RRP estimator.
Multivariate Boosting (MB)
The Minnesota prior reduces the dimensionality of the system by setting (a priori) Boosting is a procedure that estimates an unknown function f (X t ) as a sum of m
are derived using a base learner, which is a …tting procedure based on the minimization of some loss function. The algorithm starts with an empty model and than at each iteration it adds theĝ (m) providing the smallest loss. It is clear that boosting can also be viewed as a variable selection algorithm.
If the function of interest is the conditional mean f (X t ) = E(Y t j X t ), the loss function is the residual sum of squares, and least squares regression is used as …tting procedure, then boosting is basically a stepwise regression which starts with the empty model and adds in each step the most signi…cant covariate. In this case the algorithm works roughly as follows. At each iteration the residual is computed as the di¤erence between the actual data and the …tted value up to that iteration. Then this residual is regressed on all candidate regressors taken individually, and the regressor producing the smallest sum of squared residuals is chosen. The …tted value from this regression (ĝ (m) )
is then added to the cumulative sum before moving on to next iteration.
In this paper we use Multivariate Boosting algorithm with quadratic loss function (L 2 Boosting) and componentwise least square base learner. Let y (i) ; x (i) ; y (j) ; x (j) denote the i-th row vectors and j-th column vectors of Y; X : The algorithm works as follows:
Step 1. Start with the empty modelf Regress the "current" residuals r (i) on each regressor x (j) ; j = 1; :::; M;
For each regressor j and time i compute the loss function SSR(b (ij) )
Pick the regressor j and the sample point i which minimized the loss function and setĝ (m) =b (i j ) x i
Step 3. Updatef (m) =f (m 1) + ĝ (m) , where is a shrinkage parameter.
The loss function used in step 2 is:
The base learner used in step 2 …ts the linear least squares regression with one selected covariate x (j) and one selected pseudo-response r 0 (i) so that the loss function in (21) is reduced most:
Thus, the learner …ts one selected element of the matrix B as follows:
Bŝt =^ ŝt ;B jk = 0 8 jk 6 =ŝt:
Corresponding to the parameter estimate there is a function estimateĝ`( ) de…ned as follows: for x = (x 1 ; :::; x p ),
The algorithm terminates when the speci…ed …nal iteration m is reached. Lutz and Bühlmann (2006) provide a proof that this procedure can handle cases with in…nite N and is able to consistently recover sparse high-dimensional multivariate functions.
The use of the shrinkage parameter has been …rst suggested by Friedman (2001) and is supported by some theoretical arguments (see Efron et al. 2004 , and Bühlmann and Yu 2005). The boosting algorithm depends on but its choice is insensitive as long as is taken to be "small" (i.e. around 0:1). On the other hand, the number 13 of boosting iterations m is a much more crucial parameter. Indeed, m is a pivotal quantity regulating the trade-o¤ between parsimony and …t: small values of m yield very parsimonious speci…cations, while as m goes to in…nity the algorithm approaches a perfect …t. Finally, in our application we slightly depart from the algorithm described by Lutz and Bühlmann (2006) , as we always include the …rst lag of the dependent variable in the model.
Factor Models (SW)
Finally, a largely used method to overcome the curse of dimensionality problem arising in forecasting with large datasets is using a factor model. In a factor model, the information contained in the predictors X t is summarized by a set of K factors:
where F t is a K-dimensional multiple time series of factors and a N K matrix of loadings.
The forecast for y t+1 given the predictors can be obtained through a two-step procedure, in which in the …rst step the sample data fX t g T t=1 are used to estimate a time series of factorsfF t g T t=1 via principal components, and then the forecasts are obtained by projecting y i;t+1 ontoF t and y i;t . Stock and Watson (2002a,b) develop theoretical results for this two-step procedure and show that under a set of moment and rank conditions the mean squared error of the feasible forecast asymptotically approaches that of the optimal infeasible forecast for N and T approaching in…nity, see Bai and Ng (2006) for additional details. There are two ways to produce a h-step ahead forecast. First, one can use direct projection of the data onto the space spanned by the factors, i.e. one can produce the h-step ahead forecast as y i;t+h =â 1Ft +â 2 y i;t , whereâ 1 andâ 2 are the coe¢ cients of a regression of y i;t ontoF t h and y i;t h . Alternatively, one can develop a vector time series model for the factorsF t and use it to forecast, in turn,F t+h and y i;t+h . In this paper we use the latter strategy for comparability with the other models.
Summary of the models
Before moving on to the forecasting exercise it is worth to brie ‡y summarize the main characteristics of the multivariate models under analysis. We have considered six alternative forecasting models, each of them aiming at summarizing in an e¢ cient way the information contained in a large data set. One way to enhance parsimony is to impose 14 a reduced rank structure on the system (RR). Factor models (SW) can be considered a special case of RR, as they impose a particular type of rank reduction, i.e. a factor structure on the data. A characteristic of these models is that parsimony is obtained by reducing the size of the overall system, but they do not take a precise stance on particular regressors that might or might not be part of the data generating process. Alternatively, one can think of selecting the relevant regressors from a pool of candidates. Methods in this spirit are the BVAR and the MB. In particular, the MB can be considered a pure selection device in which a given regressor is either included or not included in the regression function. A problem of the MB is that it has considerable computational costs, even with a medium-sized dataset. On the other side, the BVAR is a somewhat smoother selection device, as it includes all the regressors, assigning to them di¤erent weights depending on the data. Finally, BRR and RRP combine both these strategies, using both rank reduction and Bayesian shrinkage, and as we shall see this leads to gains in forecast accuracy. A shortcoming of the BRR is that it is computationally intensive, so we proposed a new method (RRP) that retains the bene…t of rank reduction and shrinkage without paying the high computational cost involved in the BRR. The time series under analysis represent the typical data-set of interest for central banks, and can be grouped in three broad categories: series related to the real economy, series related to money and prices, and series related to …nancial markets. In the …rst group we have series of real output, income, employment, consumption, industrial production, inventories, sales. The second group comprises price indexes and several monetary aggregates. The last group includes interest rates on Treasury bills, exchange rates, and stock indexes.
The series are transformed by taking logarithms and/or di¤erencing so that the transformed series are stationary. Forecasting is performed using the transformed data, then forecasts for the original variables are obtained integrating back. Importantly, we standardize the variables using only the data of the rolling sample used for the estimation, and not the whole sample, so that no information unavailable at the time of the forecast is used. In general, growth rates are used for real quantity variables, …rst di¤erences are used for nominal interest rates, year on year growth rates for price series. For a detailed summary of the series under analysis and the used transformations see Table 1 .
Forecasting exercise
The forecasting exercise is performed in pseudo real time, using a rolling estimation window of 10 years. Using a rolling scheme is a convenient way to deal with possible sample instability (Pesaran and Timmermann, 2005) , and keeping …xed the size of the estimation window shall allow us to use the test proposed by Giacomini and White (2006) for comparing predicting accuracy. In particular, the scheme starts with estimating all the models using data from 1960:1 to 1969:12 (notice one year of data was used in order all variables are standardized prior to estimation, and then mean and variance are reattributed to the forecasts accordingly. Importantly, we standardize the variables using only the data of the rolling sample used for the estimation, and not the whole sample, so that no information unavailable at the time of the forecast is used.
The BIC criterion applied to the BVAR for the 52 variables selects one lag both with the rolling samples and with the whole sample. However, this result may be driven by the high number of parameters to be estimated. To control for this we also applied the BIC to the more parsimonious reduced rank VAR, with rank set to 1, but the selected lag length does not change. To evaluate whether there is any loss from such a short dynamic speci…cation, we also compared the results for the BVAR(1) with those from a BVAR(13), the speci…cation adopted by Banbura et al. (2007) and we found that the gains from using a longer lag speci…cation are minor, if any. Therefore, we have used a one lag speci…cation for all the models.
At each point in time we grid search over the relevant dimensions of the models at hand: for the SW model we search over the number of factors K, for RR we search over the assumed rank r, for BVAR the grid is over the tightness . For the MB we search over the number of iterations m and over the rescaling parameter . For models in which both shrinkage and rank reduction is used, we grid search contemporaneously on both these dimensions. 7 Then, at each point in time we optimize our forecasts by choosing the model which minimized the forecast error for each variable and forecast horizon in the previous 2 years (i.e. 24 periods).
Comparing predictive accuracy
We will assess predictive accuracy using the multivariate loss function based on the mean squared forecast error proposed by Christo¤ersen and Diebold (1998). LetŶ t+h denote the h-step ahead forecast of the vector Y t , the h-step ahead forecast error is then given by F E t+h = Y t+h Ŷ t+h . The multivariate mean square forecast error is given by
where W is a matrix of weights which accounts for the fact that di¤erent series have di¤erent volatilities and predictability. We set the matrix W to be a diagonal matrix featuring on the diagonal the inverse of the variances of the series to be forecast. Our measure of forecast accuracy is then given by the trace of the matrix
which we label Weighted Trace Mean Squared Forecast Error (W T M SF E).
We assess predictive accuracy against two di¤erent benchmarks, one univariate, and the second multivariate. The univariate benchmark is an autoregressive model with lag length chosen via the BIC information criterion, which we label AR(p ), where p is selected for each individual series separately. The lag length p is chosen for each series and at each point in time using the rolling samples and a maximum lag of 13. The 7 For SW we use K = 1; 2; 3; 6; 10; 25; 50 factors, for RR we use rank r = 1; 2; 3; 6; 10; 25; 50; 52, for the BVAR we use tightness = 2:0e 005; 0:0005; 0:002; 0:008; 0:018; 0:072; 0:2; 1; 500, for MB we use m = 2 52 1; 2 52 2 iterations and = 0:05; 0:1; 0:2: For RRP we use = 2:0e 005; 0:0005; 0:002; 0:008; 0:018; 0:072; 0:2; 1; 500 and r = 1; 2; 3; 6; 10; 25; 50; 52, for BRR we use r = 1; 2; 3; 6; 10; 52 and = 5; 10; 100: multivariate benchmark is the baseline Minnesota prior of Doan et al. (1984) with the standard choice of hyperparameters as in the package Regression Analysis of Time Series (RATS), and we label it BV AR0. 8 9 Beyond considering the overall performance of the models in forecasting all the series at hand, we also provide results for three key macroeconomic variables, i.e. Industrial Production (IP S10), CPI In ‡ation (P U N EW ), and the Federal Funds Rate (F Y F F ).
We evaluate the accuracy in forecasting an individual variable by using the Mean Squared Forecast Error (M SF E). 10 For the individual series, we assess the statistical significance of the di¤erences in the forecasts produced by the various models by using the Giacomini and White (2006) test. This is a test of equal forecasting method accuracy and as such can handle forecasts based on both nested and non-nested models, and regardless from the estimation procedures used in the derivation of the forecasts, including Bayesian methods.
Results
In this section we present the results of our forecasting exercise. Results against the AR(p ) benchmark are displayed in Table 2 , while results against the BV AR0 benchmark are displayed in Table 3 . The tables contain 6 panels each corresponding to a di¤erent forecast horizons, respectively 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 12 month-ahead. ual series the symbols *, **, *** denote respectively rejection at 10%, 5% and 1% level 8 This is obtained by setting = 0:2 in (8). 9 We have also considered a simple AR(1) and a random walk as benchmarks, but as both these models produce inferior forecasts than the AR(p ) the results are not reported here but can be found in a previous draft of this paper, available at http://ideas.repec.org/p/qmw/qmwecw/wp617.html 1 0 We have also considered a loss function based on absolute rather than squared forecast errors. Results for this case are very similar to those obtained with the squared errors, and therefore we do not report them to save space, but they can be found in a previous draft of this paper, available at http://ideas.repec.org/p/qmw/qmwecw/wp617.html of the null of equal predictive accuracy according to the Giacomini-White (2005) test.
For all the entries in the tables the best models for each horizon are highlighted in bold.
Let us …rst focus on the overall performance of the models, i.e. the RW T M SF E.
For very short horizons (1-and 2-month ahead) there are no models able to beat the AR(p ) benchmark, while the BV AR0 benchmark is outperformed by the BVAR, the RRP and (only for the 2-month ahead) by the BRR. The AR(p ) is overall a very competitive benchmark, systematically outperforming the BV AR0 benchmark for any horizon shorter than 9 month-ahead. On the other side, for longer horizons the BV AR0 is slightly better than the AR(p ).
Overall, among the six models at hand, RRP and BRR produce the best forecasts in terms of RW T M SF E, with the BRR working relatively better at short horizons and the RRP at long horizons. At the 3-month ahead horizon the BRR produces gains in RW T M SF E up to 3% (0:97) with respect to the AR(p ), and up to 12% (0:88) with respect to the BV AR0. At long horizons (6-to 12-month ahead) the gains of the RRP range between 13% (0:87) and 16% (0:84) against the AR(p ) and between 13% (0:87) and 15% (0:85) against the BV AR0. Also the BVAR and RR do a good job, but they are both systematically outperformed by either RRP or BRR.
Let us now focus on the prediction of three key macroeconomic variables, i.e. Industrial Production (IPS10), CPI In ‡ation (PUNEW), and the Federal Funds Rate (FYFF).
Starting with short horizons, at the 1-month ahead horizon the best forecast of industrial production is given by BVAR and BRR, which outperform the AR(p ) by 10%. The best forecast of in ‡ation is produced by SW and MB, but it is still worse than that of the AR(p ) benchmark. The best forecast of the federal funds rate is that of the RRP, with a gain of 7% over the AR(p ) benchmark. At 2-and 3-month ahead BRR produces the best forecast of industrial production, with gains against the AR(p ) of 19% and 22% respectively. The best forecast for in ‡ation is given by the RPP (and BVAR at 2-month ahead) with gains of 1% and 14%. Finally, the best forecast for the federal funds rate is given again by the RPP with gains of 14% and 11%. A similar pattern but with much higher gains in forecasting all the variables emerges if one looks at the comparison with the BV AR0 benchmark.
At longer horizons the RRP systematically and signi…cantly outperforms the AR(p ) benchmark, with gains that can go up to 35% for industrial production and in ‡ation, and 21% for the federal funds rate. The BRR and BVAR are producing good forecasts but are still below the RRP performance, the RR systematically beats the benchmark but is somewhat far from the RRP performance, while the SW and MB only occasionally beat the benchmark. The results against the BVAR0 show of course a similar ranking, bur with gains relatively smaller (but still high) in forecasting in ‡ation and industrial production.
To sum up, for very short horizons it is di¢ cult to beat an AR(p ) benchmark, but the BVAR, the RRP and the BRR can do so for some variables. For intermediate and long horizons the best models are respectively BRR and RRP. The RR and the BVAR produce overall good results, however they are inferior to BRR and RRP. These …ndings provide encouraging evidence that using shrinkage and rank reduction is useful, and using them in combination rather than separately can improve substantially the accuracy of forecasts.
Robustness Analysis
In this Section we check the robustness of the results we have obtained so far. In particular, we look at the e¤ects that the variable transformation and standardization might have on the BVAR results, we present subsample results, and we conduct a Monte Carlo simulation based on bootstrapped data.
The role of variable transformation
In our forecasting exercise the variables are made stationary and standardized before forecasting. The forecasted series are then transformed back by re-attributing mean and variance and by reversing the stationarity transformations. This decision may in ‡uence the model performance. In particular, factor models require that variables are stationary and standardized, but the BVARs do not assume so. Actually, the original Litterman (1980) Minnesota prior is speci…ed for a system estimated in levels.
To assess the consequences that variable transformation has on the forecasting performance of the BVAR, we have repeated the forecasting exercise for the BVAR without applying the stationary transformation and the standardization, which we label BVAR(lev). The results are summarized in Table 4 .
It turns out that the BVAR(lev) can produce signi…cant forecast improvements for some series and forecast horizons, e.g. for in ‡ation at short horizons, but overall the BVAR speci…cation works better and produces lower W T M SF E. 
Subsample analysis
Next we evaluate the robustness of our results using di¤erent subsamples. In order to save space we only present the results based on the AR(p ) benchmark, which is the most competitive Table 5 The pattern emerging from these two tables is similar to that obtained over the whole sample, namely RRP and BRR produce on average the best forecasts, systematically beating the benchmark at long horizons. A new feature is that in these subsamples MB provides very good forecasts for the individual variables 1-month ahead, although only for industrial production it actually beats the benchmark. In addition, all the models perform slightly worse than over the whole sample, signalling that forecasting with multivariate models has become more di¢ cult in the more recent period.
Monte Carlo evaluation
Finally, we have performed a small Monte Carlo experiment where we compare the alternative models using arti…cial data. Rather than using an inevitably arbitrary data generation process, we carry out our analysis based on the actual macroeconomic dataset, which is referred to as a 'data based Monte Carlo method'and discussed further in, e.g., Ho and Sørensen (1996) . Following this work, we create arti…cial data by repeatedly bootstrapping the actual dataset. In particular, we use the block bootstrap algorithm described by Politis and Romano (1994) , which is designed for block-bootstrapping from stationary data.
We implement the simulation exercise by bootstrapping 100 alternative arti…cial dataset over the sample 1984:1 to 2003:12. In each month all the models are estimated and forecasts are produced using the same rolling scheme adopted for the actual data.
In particular, the …rst estimation window is 1984:1 to 1994:12 and the …rst forecast transformed to obtain stationarity and standardized prior to estimation (using only the data of that particular rolling sample), and then mean and variance are re-attributed to the forecasts accordingly. Table 7 presents the averages of the RW T M SF E and RM SF E of selected variables over the 100 arti…cial samples. The simulation results are clearly in line with those obtained using the actual data, namely, RRP produces the best forecasts, followed by the BV AR and RR. This …nding con…rms that the use of both shrinkage and rank 21 reduction produces additional gains with respect to using the two methods separately.
Conclusions
In this paper we have addressed the issue of forecasting a large set of variables using multivariate models. In particular, we have proposed three alternative reduced rank forecasting models and compared their predictive performance with the most promising existing alternatives, namely, factor models, large scale Bayesian VARs, and multivariate boosting. We have provided a novel consistency result for the reduced rank regression valid when the dimension of the system tends to in…nity; we have proposed a new twostep estimation procedure that applies, in turn, shrinkage and reduced rank restrictions (RRP); and we have implemented in a large data-set context the Bayesian VAR with rank reduction (BRR) proposed by Geweke (1996) .
We have found that using shrinkage and rank reduction in combination rather than separately improves substantially the accuracy of forecasts. In particular RRP and BRR produce fairly good forecasts, more accurate than those of competing methods on average across several US macroeconomic variables, and they also perform well for key variables, such as industrial production growth, in ‡ation and the short term interest rate. A small Monte Carlo simulation based on bootstrapped data con…rmed these …ndings.
A natural extension of this study would be to analyze also combinations of the proposed forecasts among themselves and/or with the benchmarks, using …xed or optimal pooling weights. Bayesian model averaging of the di¤erent models according to their posterior probabilities is a closely related alternative worth investigating. Finally, the consistency result provided for the RR regression opens the ground to using large scale reduced rank models to also implement structural analysis.
Appendix: Proofs.
Proof of Theorem 1. It is su¢ cient to prove that for each of the N equations of the VAR model:
To prove (26) 
Since each y i;t is part of a stationary VAR process by assumption 1(a), and, also taking 
and
Note that ( 
which implies (26) and completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. We de…ne formally the functions g O (:) and g K (:) such that
whereÂ = (Â 1 ;Â 2 ; :::;Â p ) and A = (A 1 ; A 2 ; :::; A p ). Therefore, g O (:) and g K (:) de…ne the singular value decomposition operator. By theorems 5.6 and 5.8 of Chatelin (1983) g O (:) and g K (:) are bounded, continuous and di¤erentiable and therefore admit a …rst order Taylor expansion. Therefore,
and 
It then follows that each element of vec(Ô
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C h a n g e in Ye a rly G row th R a te The Relative WTMSFE is the ratio of the WTMSFE of a given model against the WTMSFE of the benchmark. For the three individual series Industrial Production (IP S10), CPI In ‡ation (P U N EW ), and the Federal Funds Rate (F Y F F ) the …gure reported is the ratio of the MSFE of a given model against the MSFE of the benchmark. The symbols *, **, *** denote respectively rejection at 10%, 5% and 1% level of the null of equal predictive accuacy according to the Giacomini- The Relative WTMSFE is the ratio of the WTMSFE of a given model against the WTMSFE of the benchmark. For the three individual series Industrial Production (IP S10), CPI In ‡ation (P U N EW ), and the Federal Funds Rate (F Y F F ) the …gure reported is the ratio of the MSFE of a given model against the MSFE of the benchmark. The symbols *, **, *** denote respectively rejection at 10%, 5% and 1% level of the null of equal predictive accuacy according to the Giacomini- The Relative WTMSFE is the ratio of the WTMSFE of a given model against the WTMSFE of the benchmark. The Relative WTMSFE is the ratio of the WTMSFE of a given model against the WTMSFE of the benchmark. For the three individual series Industrial Production (IP S10), CPI In ‡ation (P U N EW ), and the Federal Funds Rate (F Y F F ) the …gure reported is the ratio of the MSFE of a given model against the MSFE of the benchmark. The symbols *, **, *** denote respectively rejection at 10%, 5% and 1% level of the null of equal predictive accuacy according to the Giacomini-White (2005) test. Best models are in bold. RR is the Reduced Rank Regression, SW is the Factor Model, BVAR is a Bayesian VAR with Minnesota-type prior, MB is Multivariate Boosting, RRP is Reduced Rank Posterior, BRR is Bayesian Reduced Rank Regression. The forecasting exercise is performed using a rolling window of 10 years. The Relative WTMSFE is the ratio of the WTMSFE of a given model against the WTMSFE of the benchmark. For the three individual series Industrial Production (IP S10), CPI In ‡ation (P U N EW ), and the Federal Funds Rate (F Y F F ) the …gure reported is the ratio of the MSFE of a given model against the MSFE of the benchmark. The symbols *, **, *** denote respectively rejection at 10%, 5% and 1% level of the null of equal predictive accuacy according to the Giacomini-White (2005) test. Best models are in bold. RR is the Reduced Rank Regression, SW is the Factor Model, BVAR is a Bayesian VAR with Minnesota-type prior, MB is Multivariate Boosting, RRP is Reduced Rank Posterior, BRR is Bayesian Reduced Rank Regression. The forecasting exercise is performed using a rolling window of 10 years. The Avg. Relative WTMSFE is average (computed over 100 simulations) of the ratio of the WTMSFE of a given model against the WTMSFE of the benchmark. For the three individual series Industrial Production (IP S10), CPI In ‡ation (P U N EW ), and the Federal Funds Rate (F Y F F ) the …gure reported is the average (computed over 100 simulations) ratio of the MSFE of a given model against the MSFE of the benchmark. Best models are in bold. RR is the Reduced Rank Regression, SW is the Factor Model, BVAR is a Bayesian VAR with Minnesota-type prior, RRP is Reduced Rank Posterior. The forecasting exercise is performed using bootstrapped data on a rolling window of 10 years 
